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At the Faculty of Architecture and Design, at the Norwegian University of Science
and Technology (NTNU) in Trondheim, Norway, Design Driven Research, or practicebased research, is a young field of attention. In the past, (reflective) practice-based
activities were often executed through the National Program for Artistic Development
or solely as practice, as a private initiative. In the latest years, an international
reorientation towards new, different, and holistic approaches led to a focus on this
direction also in Norway. When talking about reflection at the faculty, there are at least
three respective tendencies visible and strengthened. All of them have reflection as
an integral part.
One are the live-studio projects activities, which are guided, but student-driven projects
in the urban and private realm. The live studio activity is guided and organized by
Professor Steffen Wellinger at the faculty. (https://ntnulivestudio.org/) The activities
are also used as cases for learning and experimentation, and pedagogical reflection
for involved employees and students. The spiral process, designing, reflecting,
varying, and redoing is Reflection in practice – practice in reflection.
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The second direction at the faculty is the realization that writing is an essential part of
the architects’ profession. Be it to describe, encounter or to investigate. This realization
led to more activities, which introduced, highlighted, and supported academic writing
in the pedagogical set-up. This, and here especially the combination and mutual
supplement of drawing and writing, is not only accompanying education but also
actively used as a reflective tool. First, when you write your thoughts down, they
become evident and real. Writing as a reflective practice.
A third direction at the faculty was and is the work with artistic research. Three years
ago, the first architects entered the program, which last year became the PhD program
in artistic research. An educative core-activity is the collective presenting, reflecting
and discussions of the participants work. This philological intercourse is happening
twice a year at the national PKU meetings. Here the combination of a “challenged”
presentation results in reflection on the candidates work.
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As named in the beginning, Practice-based or design driven-research is a young field
of attention at the faculty. We are still searching for our track, but we know that there
is a lot we are missing. A start for the ongoing work in establishing a methodological
approach for the PhD education in practice-based research, a combination of the
before named three fields of reflection is our starting point:
1. Reflection in practice – practice in reflection
2. Writing/drawing as reflective practice
3. Presenting/ discussion as reflective practice

